CE 300 FLUID MECHANICS,  Spring 2003

I.   INSTRUCTOR    Dr. Robert N. Meroney 	TEACHING ASSISTANTS:	Chris H-Johnson
                   Room A207A Engr. (491_6605) 					Joshua Duncan
                   Room B227     ERC  (491_8574) 					A4A Engr (491-4897)
										

II.  TEXT:  FLUID MECHANICS by Munson, Young & Okishi (4th edition) John Wiley, 2002

III. COURSE OBJECTIVES: The objectives for students taking this course are: 

	1.	To develop understanding of the physical principles governing the static and dynamic behavior of fluids. 
	2.	To develop analytic and mathematical skills appropriate to solve fluid dynamic problems. 
	3.	To relate these principles to practical engineering problems and design fluid system solutions. 

IV.  READING ASSIGNMENTS:      In order to gain greater benefit from the lecture, you should read the assigned reading before coming to class.  Even a superficial first reading the night before the class period will improve your comprehension and retention of the material covered in class.  You will be held responsible for the material covered in the assigned reading whether it has been reviewed in class or not. 

V.   ASSIGNED PROBLEMS:     You should know how to work all problems listed for each assignment.  Typically nine to 12 problems will be assigned each week.  Problems will be due on Fridays as noted.  Although all problem solutions must be turned in only three problems from each set due will be graded, and one will be graded in detail. (Points will be deducted for problems assigned but not worked).  Late homework will NOT be accepted, so if you must miss class on homework due date, turn them in early or ask someone to deliver them to class.  Solutions to all assigned problems will be available on the class website.    

VI.  LABORATORY:      Laboratory participation is mandatory for course credit.  Part of the laboratory period will be used to work requested problems at the chalk board.   Detailed instructions and laboratory syllabus will be provided during the first laboratory session to be held the week of January 27, 2003.

VI.  EXAMINATIONS:     There will be two mid-term examinations and a final exam.  The exams will usually be open book, but closed notes, homework solutions, or solution manuals.   Students will be allowed one 8.5 x 11 inch sheet of paper for notes and equations you select to consult.

VII. GRADING   Homework and laboratory participation is mandatory to pass this course.  Failure to participate will result in a failing grade even if one passes all midterms.  The final course grade will be determined as follows: 

CE300		Homework	20% 		
		Laboratory	20% 				
		Midterm 1	20% 				
		Midterm 2	20% 				
		Final		20% 						
				100% 

Normalized scores are calculated using the following formulae, where S = Your raw score, A = Average class score, SD = Class standard deviation, and N = Normalized score 

		N = 75 + (S _ A)*15/SD 

Based on normalized scores the grade ranges are: A: 85-100%, B:75-84%, C:65-74%, D: 55-64%, F: < 55%

